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rescue-tec Clothing Bag HuPF
Vienna, with Trolley and extra
compartment

Order number: ID-72

This clothing bag with trolley function, specially developed for
the professional fire brigade Vienna, was derived from the
HuPF clothing bag (TA-03005). It offers space for the complete
overwear for firefighting and much more. The bag has a main
compartment (31.5 x 35 x 20 cm) for an overcoat and one
overpants, as well as an extra hygienic separate boot
compartment (for boots up to approx. size 48). Helmet and
holding strap as well as a rope pouch are also stored in a
separate compartment (31.5 x 35 x 20 cm).
The face-side compartment (30 x 38 x 9 cm) offers space for
T-shirt und sweatshirt and can be easily opened and closed
thinks to the two-way zipper.

The side pocket (57 x 32 x 5 cm) is printed below the
reflective strip with a multicolored picture und the logo of BF
Wien. It is also opened and closed with a two-way zipper.

The shoulder strap system rotated by 180° makes it possible
to carry the bag as a backpack, with the boot compartment
and trolley wheels downwards. If the bag is carried on the
two-part carrying handle, the unneeded shoulter straps find
space in a pocket. The sturdy and smooth-running rollers
combined with the paddle strap handle and the built-in
flexible plastic base plate offer a comfortable use of the trolley
function.

The bag is closed with a lid flap with two-sided zipper,
connected with a handle as well as Velcro and a large plug-in
log. The lid patch of the inside helmet compartment is closed
with Velcro. The boot compartment accessible from the
outside has two parallel zippers, which are connected to a
handle. All zipper slides are quipped with the rescue-tec
zipper pendant (except lid flap und boot compartment).

The bag can be individually marked with the transparent
pocket (14.5 x 10 cm) on the lid an the name tag (7.5 x 3.5
cm) on the inside of the lid.
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material: Cordura 1000dtex
colour: schwarz
dimensions: 90 x 36 x 39 cm
volume: ca. 120 Liter
weight: 4.86 kg


